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Students Conduct Research Abroad with Support from IPCR Lerche Grant
// Jessica Lane, MA/IPCR ‘13

Four IPCR students traveled abroad this past summer with
financial support from IPCR through the Charles O. and
Margaret Lerche Travel Grant. In honor of former SIS Dean
and International Relations Professor Charles Lerche, this grant
helps outstanding IPCR or EPGA graduate students travel to
pursue research or internships abroad.
Cate Broussard, Connor Arrington, Lauren Barr, and Elizabeth Marsch spanned the globe as they embarked on a range
of research and internship initiatives. The students’ projects
included evaluating local peacebuilding projects in Kenya,
qualitative SRP research in the Kashmir region, language study
and research in Morocco, and thesis research on Muslim integration in Sweden.
Cate Broussard (MA/IPCR ‘13) utilized the Lerche Grant
as well as an SIS Graduate Research Grant to travel to Kenya
to apply her knowledge of evaluation and conflict resolution
while learning from the work of Kenyan peace activists. Cate
conducted research on the process of evaluation of local peacebuilding programs in Africa. Over the course of three months,
she worked as a Monitoring and Evaluation (M&E) Fellow for
Sisi ni Amani-Kenya. Sisi ni Amani (SNA), which means ‘We
Are Peace’ in Swahili, formed after the post-election violence
in 2007-2008 to promote civic education and engagement
in the slums of Nairobi. The organization’s newest initiative,
PeaceTXT, uses innovative peacebuilding techniques to engage
communities and prevent divisive rumors from escalating to
violent conflict. Cate designed a monitoring and evaluation
framework for the PeaceTXT model. Her time with this dy-

(left) Lauren Barr takes a break from Arabic lessons to enjoy
Moroccan art and architecture (photo courtesy of Lauren Barr).
(right) Elizabeth Marsch outside of the Malmö Mosque and Islamic
Center in Sweden (photo courtesy of Elizabeth Marsch).

namic Kenyan NGO provided the opportunity to apply cutting
edge evaluation techniques to a project aiming to impact peace
writ large.
Connor Arrington (MA/IPCR ‘13) traveled to the Kashmir
region in northwest India and spent one month in the capital,
Srinagar, conducting interviews and carrying out observations to
help complete research for his SRP. While in Kashmir, Connor
was able to have a first-hand immersion into the life, culture
and struggles of a people—and a conflict—of which he has
studied for the past two years. “Doing research in Kashmir was
invaluable for two reasons: it gave me access to information that
(left) Cate Broussard enjoys the sunset over Maasai Mara in Kenya (photo courtesy of Cate I could not find anywhere else, and it gave
Broussard). (right) In his “home away from home,” Connor Arrington enjoys a meal with me the opportunity to do what I think is the
most important thing – meet new people and
new friends in Kashmir (photo courtesy of Connor Arrington).
make new friends from new places. I was
exposed to a new culture and I learned new
ways of thinking,” says Connor.
Lauren Barr (MA/IPCR ‘13) is currently
in the midst of an eight-month Boren Fellowship in Morocco where she is continuing
her Arabic studies and conducting research
for her Master’s thesis. For the first month
of her trip, she focused on strengthening
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her Arabic by taking intensive classes at a private institution in Rabat. Increased
linguistic abilities in formal Arabic and the Moroccan dialect are providing opportunities for her to engage with the country’s people and reach a deeper level of
understanding of the culture and changing political dynamics. Lauren’s research
will explore the impact of the Arab Spring in Morocco with particular attention to
the changing balance of power between the monarchy and the Islamist-led parliament.
Elizabeth Marsch (MA/IPCR ‘12) visited the Malmö area of southern Sweden to conduct interviews for her thesis. The focus of her research is to assess the
changing dynamics of the relationship between Muslim immigrants and native
Swedes since the 2011 Islamophobia-motivated attacks in neighboring Norway.
Through interviews with a diversity of actors in Sweden, Elizabeth is developing
a base of knowledge regarding the drivers and dynamics of this conflict as well
as effective approaches to peace. Elizabeth spent time at the mosque in Malmö,
(Scandinavia’s first mosque and repeatedly the target of arson and vandalism)
learning from the perspectives of the board members and teachers at the Islamic
school. Through additional interviews with a member of the municipal parliamentary council in Lund and a member of Sweden’s far right political party, she was
exposed to the true range of opinions on the subject of Muslims in Sweden.
Along with intensive research activities, these students also had the opportunity
to connect with community members and increase their understanding of localized issues and efforts, gaining a more comprehensive and nuanced perspective of
complex issues.
As part of her time with Sisi ni Amani, Cate had the opportunity to interview
a number of the Kenyan staff and observe some of the community debates in
Nairobi and fora in Narok. The best part, she says, was helping to increase the
capacity building of the administrative staff in Nairobi to collect better data on
their program implementation and effectiveness. SNA has asked Cate to come
back in December to help with capacity building for community monitoring and
to oversee the baseline study for the SNA’s newest communities. Before returning
to Kenya, Cate brought the CEO of SNA to speak at American University this fall.
Connor’s experience not only helped him with his SRP research but it also
further instilled in him a belief that there is a peaceful end to the Kashmir conflict.
Connor encourages students to “get out there and do field work, carry out research, volunteer, and support a cause.” For him, “going to Kashmir with the help
of IPCR and SIS was one of the best parts of my graduate experience.”
In addition to Lauren’s rigorous language and research studies, she is finding
time to enjoy life abroad, having already made close Moroccan friends and truly
immersing herself in the country’s cultures and traditions.
For Elizabeth, having the opportunity to conduct in-person interviews provided
her invaluable benefits for the depth of her research. “The ability to conduct my research in Sweden allowed me to bond with my interviewees and establish a rapport
that richly enhanced the qualitative data I was able to collect; it also afforded me
strong professional networking connections if I am to pursue working in this area
after graduation.”
Students who are currently enrolled in the IPCR or EPGA MA programs, have
maintained a 3.5 GPA, have completed a minimum of 9 credit hours, and demonstrate
their commitment to IPCR principles are eligible to apply for the Lerche Travel Grant.
The call for applications will be announced in the early spring semester. Please visit
http://www.american.edu/sis/ipcr/IPCR-Awards.cfm for more details.
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Meet the Faculty: IPCR Welcomes Four New Faculty
Jeff Bachman

Professor Jeff Bachman comes to SIS having gained valuable field experience working in Amnesty International’s
Government Relations for Europe/Eurasia Program as well as teaching experience from the University of Rhode Island
in the Political Science and Gender and Women’s Studies departments. Prof. Bachman will defend his dissertation and
complete his Ph.D. in Law and Public Policy at Northeastern University in the spring. Currently, Prof. Bachman is
teaching Genocide and the Politics of International Law, a first year seminar, and Introduction to Human Rights, which
has a community service learning project component. Prof. Bachman is also the program coordinator for Ethics, Peace
and Global Affairs (EPGA) and is supporting the Human Rights Fellows in their planning for Human Rights Week
events, which will run November 12 through 16. His research focuses on state responsibility and individual accountability for violations of international humanitarian and human rights law. An interest in U.S. drone strikes and their
role in international law has been a recent focus of Prof. Bachman’s work. In addition to teaching, he was recently published in The Hill with an oped he wrote centering on the Obama Administration’s use of drone attacks and the problems they present to the legitimacy of international law. To
read his full article, visit: http://thehill.com/blogs/congress-blog/foreign-policy/262877-growing-oppostions-to-us-drones-program. Prof. Bachman
will be teaching Human Rights and Conflict; Introduction to Human Rights and another first year seminar on Genocide and the Politics of International
Law in the spring of 2013.

Eric Abitbol

Professor Eric Abitbol is a leading contributor to the growing discourse of environmental peacebuilding throughout
the world. He was hired to teach in both the IPCR Program and the Global Environmental Politics (GEP) Program
and will be a great resource for students who share an interest in the nexus between peacebuilding and environmental
policy. Prof. Abitbol will defend his dissertation and complete his Ph.D. from the University of Bradford in January
2013. He also holds an M.Sc. from the London School of Economics in International Relations. Of particular note,
his research on hydropolitical peacebuilding hones in on the role that water plays in the Palestinian/Israeli conflict.
Prof. Abitbol’s interest in the environmental side of peacebuilding and conflict resolution reflects the increasing urgency of focusing on climate, resources and the environment in promoting sustainable peace. As a Senior Fellow at the
Institute for Research and Innovation in Sustainability (IRIS) at York University and a board member on the Journal
of Peacebuilding and Development, Prof. Abitbol is actively engaged in many areas of the academic discourse on eco-political peacebuilding. Recently, Prof. Abitbol has secured a collaborative research grant from the International Development Research Centre (IDRC-Canada) to evaluate the
challenges and positive effects of Peace and Conflict Impact Assessment (PCIA). In the spring of 2013, Prof. Abitbol will be bringing back a course
on Environmental Peacemaking and teaching Peace Paradigms and International Environmental Politics.

Yves-Renee Jennings

Professor Yves-Renee Jennings joins the IPCR Program after an illustrious career in the World Bank and the private
sector in Haiti. Prof. Jennings, while an accomplished practitioner, also holds a Ph.D. in Conflict Analysis and
Resolution from George Mason University. Her research interests include social conflicts within West Africa, involving the examination of structural and societal transformations, anti-corruption efforts, grassroots empowerment of
marginalized groups, peacebuilding and the participation of civil society. Gender issues regarding men within the
context of conflict and peacebuilding, specifically in Liberia, have been some of her most recent academic pursuits.
Highlights of some of her work include “Organizing the Disenfranchised: Haiti and the Dominican Republic” in
Women Waging War and Peace from Continuum Press and “Gender Mainstreaming: The Case of Liberia” in Deconstructing Women, Peace and Security: Critical Reviews of Approaches to Gender Empowerment, a forthcoming book from
The African Centre for the Constructive Resolution of Disputes (ACCORD). This spring, Prof. Jennings will be
teaching Introduction to Peace and Conflict Resolution; Peacebuilding in Africa and Economics of Violence and Peace.

Asiya Daud

Professor Asiya Daud holds a Ph.D. in Political Science from Claremont Graduate University where she focused on
the MENA region and democracy movements. She has traveled and lived throughout the Middle East, most recently
in Cairo, Egypt. Her dissertation, entitled “Cyber-Dissent in the Middle East: A Tool of Political Resistance,” presented a new way of thinking about how the Internet can be used as a political framework and has received great praise.
“Cyber-dissent,” refers to the degree to which the Internet is used to criticize the established government, offer political
alternatives and organize political dissent. Her work has been highlighted recently because it predicted the revolutions
and democratization movements in the MENA region. Presently, her research is focused on Nation-Building in the
Arab Spring Nations of Egypt, Tunisia, and Libya as well as the challenges that political Islam poses for democratization in the region. Prof. Daud has lately appeared on several news channels through televised interviews on the situation in the Middle East and particularly in relation to the attack on the American Consulate in Benghazi, Libya as well as the implications of the
anti-Muslim film, Innocence of Muslims. Currently, Prof. Daud is teaching a first year seminar, Arab Spring and Its Aftermath; The World of Islam and
Dialogue: Approaches and Applications. In the spring, Prof. Daud will be teaching two sections of Culture, Peace and Conflict Resolution: Alternatives to
Violence in addition to again instructing a first year seminar Arab Spring and Its Aftermath.
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IPCR Student Founds Socially Responsible Business with Guatemalan Partner
A Study Abroad trip to Ecuador, three credits of the
Economics of Violence and Peace course and a thirst for learning provided the ingredients for one student’s creation of a
socially responsible business. Phil Chamberlain (MA/IPCR
’12) founded E-Spanish Tutors along with María Elena Estrada in Guatemala to provide Spanish tutoring to Americans
via Skype. Jobs were created for Guatemalan teachers who
also wanted to improve their computer skills while offering
Americans unique, affordable Spanish classes with additional
exposure to Guatemalan culture at the same time.
The story of Phil’s new business started during his SIS
Abroad internship in Ecuador in the summer of 2011 when
he noticed himself feeling self-conscious while having to
speak Spanish in a professional setting. While his Spanish
had served him well in the Bolivian countryside as a Peace
Corps Volunteer (‘06-‘08), he felt his language skills were
inadequate for discussing environmental policy with Vice
Ministers of the Ecuadorian Government. A Foreign Service friend told him how he found a terrific teacher recommended by a State Department blogger. Through this friend,
Phil was connected to the Guatemalan teacher María Elena
Estrada. María Elena was a former director and creator of
curriculum for a prestigious Guatemalan Spanish language
school, the Christian Spanish Academy.
After his study abroad experience in Ecuador, Phil took
the Economics of Violence and Peace course taught by Professor Rebecca DeWinter-Schmitt. DeWinter-Schmitt instructed the class to design a socially responsible business plan for
a real or imagined business. While the marketing plan his
group created for local indigenous energy teas was fictitious,
it began his thinking about socially responsible business and
opportunities related to social entrepreneurship.
In the meantime, Phil had formed a close relationship
with María Elena Estrada. As a former English teacher, he
was impressed with her teaching ability and 27 years of
experience teaching Americans Spanish. She told Phil about
a women’s group she started that trains experienced Guatemalan Spanish teachers in basic computer and internet skills.
The women’s group aims to enhance computer skills and
share ideas about how to teach English, but it also provides
a social component with food and storytelling. Many of the
teachers are single mothers and only make two dollars an
hour at language schools in Antigua, Guatemala. With the
technology of Skype, however, Phil and María knew they
could increase their job opportunities and earning potential
significantly. With these ideas, they initiated the first steps
of their business, E-Spanish Tutors, dedicated to providing

Women in Jocotenango, Guatemala, gather on a Saturday as
part of E-Spanish Tutors
(photo courtesy of Phil Chamberlain).

private Spanish language lessons to Americans via Skype.
In order to ensure quality, Phil took Spanish lessons
with all of the teachers and had volunteers take classes and
evaluate them during the women’s group meetings. Based on
these results, Phil selected the best group of teachers, created
a business plan, built a website, and began marketing the
services to friends, family, his Peace Corps network, the AU
community and beyond. With the website www.e-spanishtutors.com, Phil and María have a steady and growing clientele
who request Spanish lessons from Guatemalan instructors.
They have several more teachers who are ready to teach, but
need more students before adding them.
The impact his business has on the lives of women in
Guatemala is apparent through one of his teachers, Maribel.
Maribel, who was previously unemployed, is now earning
several hundred dollars a month through E-Spanish Tutors.
The business provides opportunities to earn a living that
would otherwise be lacking for these women. E-Spanish Tutors is still small, but it is growing rapidly thanks to dedicated teachers, satisfied students, and the power of technology.
To learn more about Phil’s business, visit
www.e-spanishtutors.com. The Economics of Violence and
Peace course is offered in the spring semester with Professor
Yves-Renee Jennings on Tuesday afternoons. To register for
SIS 619.006, visit my.american.edu.
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Professor Said: Promoting Peace Globally and Locally
Professor Abdul Aziz Said’s commitment to promoting peace throughout the world
has been unwavering since long before he founded the IPCR Program in 1995. His
current projects strike personal chords with him as he focuses on his native Syria, as
well as the relationship between Islam and the West, and other peacebuilding initiatives.
This October marked the 19th month of the ongoing Syrian uprising against the
Bashar Al-Assad regime. The conflict left Prof. Said with much to discuss in ongoing meetings with the nonviolent Syrian National Council (SNC) opposition group.
Professor Said advised the SNC and other opposition leaders about strategies for
strengthening their nonviolent resistance as well as promoting dialogue and cooperation among opposition leaders. In addition, Prof. Said is also involved in planning
the anticipated transitional period the country will face if the Assad regime falls. This
month, he will be traveling to Paris to conduct a workshop in partnership with Columbia University for Kurdish and tribal leaders from Syria focused on strategies for
power sharing in a post-Assad regime.
In September Prof. Said was invited to Norway by the U.S. State Department and
the Peace Research Institute Oslo to lead several discussions on relationships between
Islam and the West. In Oslo, Professor Said met with many prominent figures, including U.S. Ambassador Barry White,
and was also featured as an expert on the Middle East in a Norwegian news segment about the current events in Syria’s largest city, Aleppo.
In Norway, Prof. Said gave lectures at the Peace Research Institute Oslo and the University of Oslo about the Arab
Spring, discussing the notions of “Empowerment to Affirmation,” and “Islam and the West.”
Prof. Said is currently working to develop “The Peace Profiteering Initiative,” where he hopes to advance the currency of
economic profit as an opportunity to peace. He is working to identify and develop economic incentives for peacebuilding
in both the private and public sector. With this project, he plans to explore how peace can be profitable and what current
opportunities are available for reinvestment. He is working to support the Kogod School of Business conference on peace
and commerce in April 2013 and hopes to convene a workshop of experts in March 2013 on a similar topic.
Prof. Said’s current research is focusing on interfaith institutes of peace and how different faiths can bring a variety of
tools to peacebuilding and conflict resolution. Along with his research, Prof. Said is currently teaching Peace Paradigms. In
the spring, he will teach a course on Localizing Peace, which will involve an active research component with the Localizing
Peace Initiative.

Ron Fisher, IPCR Director, Gives Keynote at ISPP Conference
IPCR Director Ron Fisher delivered a keynote address at the Annual Scientific Meeting of
the International Society of Political Psychology (ISPP) in Chicago in early July. The address
was entitled “Fifty Years of Interactive Conflict Resolution: Applying Psychology to Polarized Identity Conflicts,” and outlined the history, nature and forms of interactive conflict
resolution with an emphasis on the problem-solving workshop. The talk also explained the
social-psychological rationale of the method, and noted the challenge of transferring insights
and ideas from workshops to policy making, especially in protracted ethnopolitical conflicts.
Dr. Fisher also described a number of challenges that continue to face interactive methods,
including those of funding, cultural generalizability and co-optation by powerful actors to
pursue their own policy agendas.
The presentation of the address was in recognition of Dr. Fisher receiving the Nevitt
Sanford Award from ISPP in 2011, which is given to scholar-practitioners who engage in the
practical application of political psychology principles and create knowledge that is accessible
to other practitioners. Previous Sanford awardees include Morton Deutsch, Margaret Hermann, Robert Jervis, Herbert Kelman, Joseph Montville and Harold Saunders.
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Sports and Peacebuilding: IPCR Alumnus is a Game Changer
Mike Vaughan Cherubin (MA/IPCR ‘07) is currently using his IPCR degree in the nexus of sports and development.
Directly after graduating from the IPCR Program, Mike put
to use what he learned about peace and conflict resolution by
working as a Program Fellow for PeacePlayers International
- Middle East (PPI-ME), a non-profit organization that uses
basketball to bring children together in divided societies. After
four years abroad in Jerusalem, Mike found inspiration in
seeing the transformative effects of sports among young populations in conflict settings. Returning to the States, he began
working as Program Manager for D.C. United, running their
community outreach program, United Soccer Club (USC).
USC uses soccer to teach life-skills to youth and helps build
community in under-served D.C. neighborhoods.
In 2011, Mike, along with five partners, founded a consulting firm that assists organizations in using the power of sport
for good. Global Game Changers (GGC) has the mission of
using sports to promote healthy lifestyles, community-building,
and positive change. GGC has an array of initiatives, ranging
from U.S. training programs for soccer, baseball, and basketball
coaches from such countries as Swaziland, China, and Japan,
to traveling to El Salvador to consult community leaders, civil
society professionals and policymakers on sports and development.
Mike encourages students and recent graduates to take
advantage of networking opportunities. For him, networking
means “more than meeting people for the sake of adding to
your business card collection,” and he advises students to “be
on the lookout for inspiring work many of your colleagues and
their organizations do around the globe.” Mike feels lucky to
have interacted and partnered with colleagues who share similar
interests with him. “These are people that you will want to

Mike, along with GGC colleagues, teaches sports as a vehicle
for change during a sports for development clinic for young
female soccer players and coaches from India and Pakistan
(photo from globalgamechange.com)

stay in touch with as you grow professionally. You’ll want to
partner with them and their organizations - and together you’ll
develop new solutions to old problems and new business opportunities where before there were none.”
To learn more about Mike’s consulting firm, visit: http://
globalgamechange.com/. You can also read more about Mike
on the Peace Players International Blog: http://blog.peaceplayersintl.org/.

Are you an IPCR or EPGA alumnus/alumna? Have
you recently landed a new job? IPCR wants to know!
e-mail: peace@american.edu

Thank you to IPCR and EPGA Alumni who generously shared their time,
experiences and advice with current students during the Program’s fall events:

American University Negotiation Project has had
an exciting start to the semester! At the beginning
of the semester, AUNP hosted a welcome event and
a Northern Ireland simulation which had strong
turnouts and received positive feedback. Following
the success of the Israel-Palestine panel discussion
last spring, AUNP invited panelist Ghaith al-Omari
to return for a lecture on his insight into negotiation. This event, which was cosponsored with the
Center for Israel Studies, produced a good discussion of the issue from the diverse audience who
attended.
Be sure to be on the lookout for upcoming
AUNP events! AUNP will host an Israel-Palestine
Peace Process simulation in November which promises to be an exciting experience. All AU students,
faculty, and community members are encouraged to
participate regardless of previous experience.
Keep informed by visiting AUNP’s website:
www.aunegotiationproject.org, liking AUNP on
Facebook, or contact AUNP at aunp@american.edu

Interested in taking your Peace and
Conflict Resolution skills outside
the classroom?
Do you have an idea for an event or
speaker you would like to bring to
SIS?

Contact Katharina Nachbar at
kn1296a@student.american.edu
with any questions or for more
information on how to get
involved!

SEPGA
Interested in getting
involved in the
Society for Ethics,
Peace and Global
Affairs?
Contact Karen Coca at
Karen.Coca@gmail.com
with any questions or for
more information

Dialogue Development Group
The Dialogue Development Group is proud to be a part of AU’s new Center for Diversity
and Inclusion which opened its doors at the beginning of the fall semester.

Fall 2012 Dialogue Topics Include:
“Does God Love Us the Same? Exploring our Racial and Religious Identities”

IPCR/EPGA Student Orientation and Welcome, Sept. 21st
Mike Aguilar (MA/IPCR ‘08) - Personnel and Operations Specialist at the Office of Transition Initiatives at USAID
Jenai Green-Cox (MA/IPCR ‘05) - Senior Program Officer at Freedom House
Sean Bartlett (MA/EPGA ‘08) - Senior Communication Officer for the United Nations Foundation

“Believe It or Not: A Dialogue on Atheism, Christianity and Faith”

Alumni Roundtable Series on Working in Communities that Experienced Violence, Oct. 18th
Madeline Kristoff (MA/IPCR ‘11) - Refugee Officer with the US Department of Homeland Security
Alycia Ebbinghaus-Owens (MA/IPCR ‘07) - Program Director for the USAID/OTI-funded Honduras
Violence Disruption Program at Creative Associates International
Leora Ward (MA/IPCR ‘05) - Women’s Protection and Empowerment Technical Advisor for the International Rescue
Committee
Megan Ritter (MA/IPCR ‘08) - Field Support Coordinator at The United States Conference of Catholic Bishops

“What’s Gender Got To Do With It? Exploring the Relationship between
Culture and Gender”

“Religion & Sexuality: Exploring the Divide”

“The Mascul-IN’s and Femin-OUT’s of Gender: An Exploration of Gender”
Interested in facilitating a dialogue group? Watch for a call for applications for spring 2013 in November!
Check http://www.american.edu/sis/ipcr/DDG.cfm and DDG’s Facebook Page at
https://www.facebook.com/#!/Dialogue.DDG
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Farsi Chair of
Islamic Peace

The Mohammed Said Farsi Chair of Islamic Peace had
a busy summer. The Chair has continued to work with the
Syrian opposition to support its nonviolent resistance to
Bashar al-Assad. Through Professor Said’s work, the Chair
has produced materials on dialogue, power sharing, and
strengthening nonviolent resistance. On November 29th,
the Chair will host “Syria: Civil War or Genocide?” featuring prominent analysts of the Syrian crisis.
The Farsi Chair is also working to develop the Peace
Profiteering Initiative, which hopes to analyze how to make
peacebuilding more profitable. This summer, students
helped to research existing public and private opportunities
and techniques for measuring the profitability of peace.
The first Islamic Lecture Series was on October 1st
entitled “Electing Religion: Egypt’s Muslim Brotherhood
and the New Realities of Political Islam,” featuring Professor Mohamed Nimer, Julie Taylor, Abdullah Al-Arian, and
Maha Hilal as the moderator. On October 15th, the Chair
hosted Chaiwat Satha-Anand from Thailand, who gave a
talk entitled “The Jahiliyya Factor?: Fighting Muslim Cultural Resistance to Nonviolence.”

Localizing
Peace Initiative

With the Localizing Peace Initiative (LPI), the Farsi
Chair has completed our peace education report based on
research conducted in spring 2012. The report, entitled
“Educating for Change,” encompasses 40 organizations
and 11 schools. From that research, LPI, in collaboration
with the Center for Peacebuilding and Development, will
be working to support peace education in the DC. area
through trainings and further research.
For up-to-date information on LPI projects, please
contact Maura Scully at scully@american.edu or follow
LPI on Facebook and Twitter (#Abdul_Aziz_Said).

Students in Print!

The Center for Peacebuilding and Development, in collaboration
with Search for Common Ground, is conducting a meta-evaluation
on peacebuilding initiatives in active conflict zones in Africa. It is a
thematic meta-evaluation from ten project evaluation reports of four
different peacebuilding organizations working in Africa. CPD intends to
explore the quality of project design and evaluation findings for projects
in active conflict zones to improve future programming in this area by
identifying evaluation and programmatic patterns of effectiveness and
lessons learned.
CPD continues to implement its Technical Assistance and Capacity
Building project in Colombo, Sri Lanka, and was recently granted an
extension to continue for an additional nine months. In the past few
months, CPD’s local partner in Colombo, the Secretariat for Muslims,
held several community workshops and trainings on advocacy and
hosted a research symposium to highlight the findings from its Muslim
Issues Research Initiative.
This fall, CPD hosted two dynamic speakers, Curtiss DeYoung and
Allan Boesak, to speak about their recent book, Radical Reconciliation:
Beyond Political Pietism and Christian Quietism. Their discussion focused on how reconciliation has its roots in organized religion and the
idea that reconciliation and justice are two sides of the same coin. The
conversation also focused on the challenges of reconciliation and social
justice in post-apartheid South Africa.
CPD will hold its annual Peacebuilding and Development Institute
from May 13th – 24th, 2013. Check www.american.edu/sis/cpd/Summer-Institute.cfmcfm for a full listing of course offerings coming soon.
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Check it out!

CPI brings Art Show to SIS Atrium

From November 12 - 16th the SIS atrium will feature the art of Roland Poska.
The show, entitled “FishyWhale” will display Poska’s “Declaration of Interpendence,” which consists of sixteen
lithograph paintings, representing the range of cultures and colors from around the world.
This interactive art exhibit encourages viewers to sign the prints demonstrating their support for ending prejudice, violence, or for achieving respect for all.
American Literary Magazine, AU’s premier art and literary publication, is co-sponsoring this event with Creative Peace
Initiatives, and will be holding their release party in the SIS atrium, on November 16th, in tandem with the closing of the
art show.
For more information, contact Bob Schlehuber, of CPI, at bobschlehuber@gmail.com, or Annie Bueller and Marlena
Serviss, of AmLit, at amlitmag@gmail.com.

CPI

Creative
Peace
Initiatives

The mission of Creative Peace Initiatives (CPI’s) is to coordinate
and support peace education and creative peacebuilding programs
domestically, internationally, academically, and practically in order
to enhance American University’s mission of service. Last year, CPI
implemented a peace education curriculum at Woodson High School,
hosted musician Peter Yarrow of Peter, Paul and Mary, and held meditation and yoga sessions on campus. This year, CPI has led its annual
Peace Walk, visiting monuments dedicated to peace in DC. CPI was
excited to co-sponsor and host Dr. Chaiwat Anand’s visit to SIS in
October, and is looking forward to the upcoming artshow, cosponsored by CPI in the SIS Atrium in November. CPI will continue collaborating with academic departments and community members on
discussions, film screenings, concerts, and youth programs throughout
the year. CPI seeks members who are interested in localizing peace.
For more information, please contact Bob Schlehuber (bobschlehuber@gmail.com) or Tara Sun Vanacore (tara.vanacore@gmail.com).
[ See page 9 for information on the upcoming artshow
cosponsored by CPI ]

(above) A sampling of Roland Poska’s art (photos courtesy of Roland Poska).
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! SIS Abroad Open House
November 28, 4:30 - 6:30 pm, SIS Suite 115

Join us for our Open House where you will find all the resources and staff at AU who can help you get
abroad. The SIS Office of International Programs will be hosting this event and representatives from the
following offices will also be present to answer your questions about how to study, intern, or conduct research abroad: the Career Center, the Office of Merit Awards, Office of Financial Aid, ISSS, SIS faculty,
and SIS graduate advisors. Topics that will be covered include: study abroad opportunities, funding,
logistics, academic requirements, and more.
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IPCR Skills Institute
Program

Spring 2013

SIS 639.001 Nonviolent Action: A Force for Change
Instructors: Maciej Bartkowski & Daryn Cambridge
February 8 - 10th

Instructor: Miki Jacevic
SIS 639.002 Design Thinking for Innovation
February 24 - 26
Instructors: Virajita Singh & Steve Kelley
February 22 - 24th

SIS 639.003 Facilitation of Problem-Solving
Workshops
Instructors: Chris Mitchell & Jannie Botes
March 1 - 3rd

SIS 639.004 The Role of Forgiveness and
Reconciliation in the Healing of Political Violence
Instructor: Eileen Borris
March 22 - 24th

SIS 639.005 Research Tools for Qualitatve
Interviewing
Instructor: Dr. Irving Seidman
March 29 - 31st

Register at my.american.edu
For more information please visit:
www.american.edu/sis/ipcr/Skills-Institutes.cfm
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SIS 419/SIS 619
Women, Gender & Political Change in the
MENA Region

Prof. Simone:
W 5:30-8:00pm
SIS 519.004
Christian Peace Paradigms
Prof. Dane Smith:
T 2:35-5:15pm
SIS 519.006
Peacebuilding in Africa
Prof. Jennings:
Th 8:10-10:40pm
SIS 619.030
Environmental Peacemaking
Prof. Abitbol:
W 2:35-5:15pm

For more
information:
http://www.
american.
edu/sis/pdi
or
pdi@
american.
edu
202-885-2014
Course
offerings for
2013 to be
announced
soon!

EPGA Student Gets Firsthand Look at Social Upheaval in Bolivia

the Amazon region and a violent protest
of the federal police. I soon realized that
Intrigued by the innovative idea of apmy timing of researching social upheavproaching the study of peace and conflict
als in Bolivia could not have been better.
resolution through the lens of ethics, I
At first surprised, I quickly came to
embarked about a year ago on my journey
understand these activities as the norm;
to my Masters degree in Ethics, Peace, and
blockades, protests, or demonstrations
Global Affairs. The different philosophiseem to be part of the daily routine for
cal perspectives combined with theories
this South American nation.
about concrete issues of international relaAfter a month in Santa Cruz, I
tions during my first year of the program
traveled across the country and up the
exposed me to the varied ways of thinking
Andes to the city of Potosi, which, at
Andean market in a small community between
about conflict and peace, and I decided
13,420 feet, is one of the highest cities in
Oruro and Potosi (photo courtesy of Livia Muller) the world. As in Santa Cruz, I spent the five
to focus my graduate education on those
approaches beyond the mainstream. Howweeks in Potosi trying to collect the wealth
democratically-elected indigenous president
ever, one area of alternative approaches
of information that I encountered about
Evo Morales and his indigenous-dominated
to peacebuilding and development caught
the indigenous democracy and its people.
Movement for Socialism party?
my attention in particular: indigenous apAlthough the two and a half months
For the first month of my travels, I visited
proaches.
I spent in Bolivia were a relatively short
the city of Santa Cruz, which is located in the amount of time, my experiences witnessing
Thanks to the SIS Graduate Research
eastern lowlands of Bolivia. I had planned
Grant, I was able to travel this summer for
first-hand what life in the Andean country
two and a half months to Bolivia to study the to conduct ethnographic research combined
means and interacting with people native to
with unstructured interviews with indigenous it give me confidence that I have collected
country’s so-called indigenous democracy,
people working in the public plaza. Yet on
which is considered to be a prime example of
rich information and data. Now, during
only my third day in Santa Cruz, a strike of
this approach. My guiding research question
my second year as an EPGA student, I will
faith allowed me to witness a demonstrafor the trip was what explains the continued
continue my attempt to find out why the
tion of indigenous peoples opposing the
occurrence of social upheavals by indigsocial upheavals persist under Evo Morales’
planned construction of a highway through
enous people under the leadership of their
leadership in my thesis.

// Livia Muller, MA/EPGA ‘13

Summer in Switzerland: The Personal Side of Peacebuilding
// Eliana Jimeno, MA/EPGA ‘13

This summer I had the opportunity to discover the link between
my personal history and my capacity to intervene in conflict settings while taking part in an amazing month-long summer abroad
program in Switzerland. The Caux Scholars Program, organized by
Initiatives of Change, combines academic training in transitional
justice and conflict transformation, hands-on experience in conflict
analysis, full participation in the week-long Human Security
Forum, and a strong emphasis in personal introspection. All of
these activities involved a multi-disciplinary approach that revealed
the importance of personal transformation as a necessary skill for
peacebuilding.
Encouraged by the caring safe space that the program staff, the
Academic Director, and my fellow Caux Scholars created, and
inspired by the experiences shared by leaders from all over the world, I
was able to discover both the place where conflict resides within me, as
well as the place where my strength and personal motivation to serve
others dwells. As a future peace practitioner, I personally learned the vital importance of how I will only be a successful analyst and resolver of
conflicts if I am first successful at resolving my own personal conflicts.
Through the month long intensive program, I learned that I must
accept my vulnerability and recognize my fragilities in order to build my
capacity for resilience as a peacebuilder. The work that we do to resolve
conflicts requires academic and practical knowledge, but also personal
strength. The Caux Scholars Program helped me to discover my unique
personal skills that will allow me to become psychologically and mentally effective in the field.

Eliana
Jimeno
(fourth
from left
on bottom)
and her fellow Caux
scholars
(photo
courtesy
of Eliana
Jimeno).
In addition to personal growth while in Switzerland, my experience
in Caux reinforced my decision to concentrate my IPCR degree on
memory and reconciliation. With this confidence in my focus, I am taking classes related to these two subjects this semester. Additionally, I returned from the summer knowing that my next professional experience
needed to be in a place where personal transformation was at the core
of the organization’s methodology. I have found just that at my current
internship with the International Center for Religion and Diplomacy.
Eliana used an IPCR conference travel grant to help partially fund her
summer experience. To learn how to apply for an IPCR travel grant (for
IPCR & EPGA students only), visit: http://www.american.edu/sis/ipcr/
upload/IPCR-Travel-Grants-for-Graduate-Students.pdf. To learn more
about the Caux Scholars Program, visit: http://www.iofc.org/caux-scholarsprogram.
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“ To truly
revolutionize our
society, we must
first revolutionize
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School of International Service is proud
to host

Congressman John Lewis
Nov. 12th at 2:00 pm
SIS Abramson Family Founders Room
Interested in becoming an agent of change?
Attend this event to learn from the best!
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